
WHAT
is software configuration management on the main-
frame? What, in reality, do configuration management

tools on the mainframe do, how do they do it, and what benefits accrue
from using them? These are the questions that this article addresses and
answers for those with little experience in this area and also experi-
enced users of such tools who want to know why their mainframe
configuration tools look and act the way they do today. The theory of
software configuration management embraces all platforms and code
types, but is so generic that it can’t tell you what to expect real prod-
ucts to be capable of or actually do. If you move to a company with a
different mainframe software configuration management tool, or come
from an off-mainframe background, it can be hard to come to terms
with. If you know what most of these tools have in common in terms
of purpose and capabilities, you can meet any of them with confidence.
This article will try to give a good grounding in the practical matter of
what mainframe software configuration means in the real world, what
it applies to and how it is operated on the mainframe.

BACKGROUND

Although the mainframe platforms are now simply part of wider net-
works constituting a variety of host machines, they remain home to a
large body of code. This code consists mainly of COBOL, Assembler,
FORTRAN, PL/1 source elements and the load modules which are gen-
erated from them. This code is generally developed using a life-cycle
model (see FIGURE 1), where each stage of the life-cycle corresponds to
a specific type of testing that a program or system is to undergo, and
the ultimate destination of both source and load modules is the pro-
duction environment. A program may need to be amended at any time,
and then it has to go through the life-cycle from the beginning again
and be re-tested at each stage of the cycle. Occasionally a program or
set of program changes may need to be backed out of the production
environment and restored to earlier versions. Even before implementation,
an exercise must be done to decide what other code components either
use, or are used by, the components to be changed. The result of this
analysis might be to include extra components in a change, or increase
awareness of the potential results of a component change gone wrong.

WHAT DO SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
TOOLS ON THE MAINFRAME DO?

All of the above can be done without any toolset, but the potential
for error and the management overhead in manpower are both great.
Installations these days use tools that come under the umbrella descrip-

tion of “software configuration tools” to generate the load modules
from the source elements, promote the code through a pre-defined life-
cycle using secure libraries, allow reversion to previous versions of the
code, store and use the configuration information specific to each indi-
vidual application. Configuration information encompasses such things
as the types of code belonging to an application, standard pre-compile,
compile, link edit options for each type of code for an application,
CICS system and DB2 subsystem and bind information for each appli-
cation at each stage of the life-cycle. Users of the tool are provided with
a means (usually via a set of ISPF panels with data entry fields and val-
idation) of requesting the tool to execute a series of actions against one
or more items of code. The specified actions are generally stored on a
file and referred to as a “request,” or “package,” or some other term
which indicates that the user’s requirements have been stored as a log-
ical whole which can be saved, amended, executed etc.

A configuration management product is not much good if only a
fraction of your applications (including program code and JCL) are
managed. Hence as a by-product, a configuration management product
becomes the conduit through which all of the installation’s code moves
through on its way to production. The opportunity for enforcing audit,
security, standards, and change management controls is impossible (in
my experience) for a site to pass up, which leads to duties strictly out-
side the remit of the configuration product becoming intimately part of
its operation, because the product allows it to be done. Naming stan-
dards can be enforced for different types of code, or for code belong-
ing to a particular system. Authorization of requests being promoted
through the life-cycle can be tied to ACF2 rules, and audited. Links can
be established to change management systems (file extracts or direct
interrogation of a database) and promotion into production only
allowed if change records meet set criteria (not set by the product
administrators but set by the change management experts and codified
into the product by the product administrators).

In addition to programs, all of the elements that go into a complete
job deck (a Job, the procedures it executes, sysin parameters, include
members) can be managed by a configuration product. In the context
of mainframe configuration tools you will hear the concept of
“write-once JCL,” where the JCL elements are highly parameterized
and the substitutions for the parameters are applied by the tools to
the JCL elements as they are progressed through the life-cycle, to
reflect the appropriate values for the environments that exist at each
stage of the cycle.

The users of configuration products are thus developers, operations ana-
lysts, and potentially even system programmers if they care to trust any of
their valuable assembler code and macros to the care of such a thing.
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HOW DO SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION TOOLS
ON THE MAINFRAME ACHIEVE THEIR PURPOSE?

The tools we are talking about provide a means of creating, saving
and running a set of actions within the tool. What the tool does not
know are the types of code that an application consists of, the standard
options used to pre-compile, compile, and link the various types of
code, the target libraries that the generated executable must be placed
on, the CICS and DB2 environments associated with an application at
each stage of its life-cycle. Incredibly, it isn’t magic or 21st century
technology (yet!) that acquires this information. It is people. People
responsible for the tool talk to the people who develop and test the
code. They talk to the people responsible for authorizing promotion of
code between environments. They talk to the people who create, name
and maintain environments. Then they convert this information into the
form required by the tool, and store it within the tool (e.g. as a member
in a PDS, see FIGURE 2). If this information changes, the administrators
of the tool must be informed so that they can update this information
within the tool. There are increasingly more automated and dynamic
ways of obtaining this information but as we speak, this people based
information gathering is at the heart of the process.

What do the tools do with this information? A request in the tool
usually has some pieces of information that are mandatory and must be
supplied at the time of creation of the request, and the application
identifier is usually the most important piece of information. In most
installations, an application is associated with a short character string
which serves as an identifier by which all concerned parties can refer
to that application (some sites even use the term “mnemonic” for this
string), and this is stored in a register with some descriptive information
(e.g., BMG – bookmanager application). The tool uses this identifier
effectively to select the set of variables which hold the configuration
information for the application. The variables are then used as input to
the pre-compile, compile, link or other utilities that are used to generate
the outputs (load modules, listings) from the input source elements. The
utilities and generation processes employed are almost exactly the same
as what would be used without the tool. The tool does not replace such
utilities, it allows them to be put together in customized procedures
which can be stored and re-used and version controlled if required.

If more than one partition or physical mainframe exists on the net-
work, code can be transmitted between them using pretty much any
network technology that can be run on a mainframe. The point I am
labouring is that mainframe software configuration can use many of the
facilities of the mainframe it runs on, it does not have to re-invent the
wheel in order to be configured to achieve some aim. It must just be
capable of interfacing to the relevant facility of the operating platform.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS THAT ACCRUE
FROM USING A MAINFRAME SOFTWARE
CONFIGURATION TOOL?

You will not find that you develop code faster, or promote code any
more quickly through the life-cycle. If anything there tends to be more
overhead, but that partly depends on what checks, authorizations, and
standards of testing that your installation uses a configuration product
to enforce. If the auditors at a site have a strong requirement to enforce
audit trails and authorization as elements are progressed towards the
production environment, then the configuration administrators may
have no choice but to make the tool compliant with these requirements.

There are benefits, but not everyone gets all of them! The benefit to
the audit section may be that they get stricter control over implementa-
tions and more information about who authorized an implementation,
when the authorization occurred, etc. The downside for everyone else
is that they have to go through an authorization process at each stage of
the life cycle. The appearance to users of configuration management
product is that the administrators have introduced red tape, when the
reality is that they have implemented a company policy.

Bearing this in mind, there are still benefits which everyone can
appreciate.

1. Consistency in the implementation process. The life-cycle is well
publicized and is followed by ALL parties (e.g. Developers and
Operations Analysts). The methods of requesting a promotion
through the life cycle are the same regardless of the type of code
being promoted.

2. Central repository of configuration information. The knowledge
about the composition of an application and the methods and
rules used to generate the components of the application are
made explicit, they are not “hidden knowledge” existing only in
certain people’s heads.

3. Audit trail of all changes made to all components. Visibility of
who has changed a component, and the history of changes to a
component. This audit trail includes changes to the configuration
information itself, which would usually be implemented by the
product administrators.

4. Control over which people can implement components, the types
of components they can change, the authorizers of promotion
requests at each stage of the life cycle.

5. Capability to restore back to an earlier version of a component.
6. Capability to see the relationships between current versions of

components (also known as cross-referencing).
7. Reduction of possibility of human error in creating and requesting

component changes. The tool will provide a single repository of
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FIGURE 1: ENVIRONMENTS AND A TYPICAL PATH BETWEEN THEM

Member BMG on ISPF.CONGIG.INFO might contain statements 
Such as;
IF ENVIRONMENT = “PRODUCTION” THEN
   SET DB2SYS = ‘PROD’
   SET CICSYS = ‘CICSPROD’
   SET COMPILE_OPTIONS = ‘XREF, TRUNC(N)’
   SET LINK_OPTIONS = ‘XREF,NCAL’
ENDIF

FIGURE 2: CONFIGURATION MEMBER FOR AN APPLICATION



configuration information, rather than relying on the memory of
one or more people. It will automatically write generated
components to the correct libraries and execute processes against
correct DB2 subsystems, CICS regions etc., and provide validation
of input during the creation of a promotion request.

Not every configuration management product will offer every bene-
fit, and even where products promise the same benefit, they may
achieve it using a different method or to a differing degree. If you have
some responsibility for selecting a product for appraisal the above can
provide a basis for a compare and contrast exercise. Apart from the
functionality of the tool, performance, efficiency and reliability would
also be areas for comparison, but this would involve a more detailed
examination of individual products.

CONCLUSION: WHERE WE ARE NOW, AND
WHERE WE ARE HEADING

I have tried to describe what the reality of software configuration on
the mainframe is like when you sit down to use it or administer it. It
may bear only a tenuous comparison with what the theory of software
configuration management says is possible and aims to achieve, but
it’s what you’ll get. Version management, software repository, store of
application related configuration information; these are the bread and
butter functions and features of mainframe software configuration
right now.

In the process of configuring a tool to generate and manage the code
for an application correctly for the site, the tool administrators extract
the application specific configuration and the site specific configura-
tion. The site specific configuration will embody things like naming
standards, testing environments in use (reflecting testing standards),
and paths between environments. The application specific configura-
tion will embody the options input to utilities used to generate the code,
target library names that executables can be written to at each environ-
ment, target CICS regions and DB2 subsystems at each environment.
This information is, to an extent, fluid, but is liable to change on a year
by year basis. This configuration information is information Gold, and
should be well managed carefully.

Like everything else computer related, mainframe software configu-
ration is a moving target. Increasingly products are moving toward
becoming management points for software on ALL platforms, so the
tool might live on a mainframe, but it will manage code on ALL of the
enterprise’s platforms. As mainframe software configuration is sub-
sumed within enterprise software configuration and management,
maybe I’ll get to write a bigger and better article that tells you all the
wonderful things that you can do with the new tools.
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